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Taunt leads
to walkout
in Assembly
Vong Sokheng and David Boyle

A RACIST taunt delivered in parliament by a ruling party lawmaker
sparked a walkout by opposition party members yesterday, who were outraged the speaker of the house failed
to censure the acerbic attack.
Cambodian People’s Party lawmaker Cheang Vun was allowed to continue an abusive tirade against the
Sam Rainsy Party and Human Rights
Party after calling them “Phnoung” – a
racist slur referring to a northeastern
ethnic minority, used to suggest someone is an ignorant savage.
His attack came after HRP leader
Kem Sokha took his first chance to
address the parliament after four years
as a seated member, a situation he
painted as totally absurd.
Once again, the actual parliamentary agenda became a sideshow to a
circus of squabbling over whether or
not the opposition should be allowed
to engage in meaningful debate.
That agenda had mysteriously
changed at the last minute from a
scheduled vote on the national budget – an item that last year resulted in
yet another opposition walkout amid
Continues on page 6

SOS, Mr President
A resident affixes a photograph of US President Barack Obama to the roof of a house near Phnom Penh International Airport yesterday. More than 180 families living around
the airport have been issued eviction notices citing security concerns ahead of Obama's visit to Cambodia later this month for the ASEAN and East Asia summits. In the evening,
local authorities including about 30 armed police officers arrived on the scene, where they reportedly 'intimidated' residents, according to Housing Rights Task Force. Authorities
warned local residents to remove the images of Obama and the message 'SOS' from their rooftops, or face possible arrest, said village representative Chray Nim. HONG MENEA

Malaria center maelstrom
Abby Seiff and David Boyle

A

$46.9 MILLION anti-malaria
grant set to be launched next
year by the Global Fund will
go ahead only if its finances
are no longer managed by the government’s National Malaria Center.
The switch comes amid a highly
confidential, ongoing investigation by
the fund, which a spokesman for
Cambodia’s single largest health
donor last night said “uncovered credible and substantive evidence of seri-

Funding to shift amid ongoing probe
ous financial wrongdoing, on procurement and other issues”.
“Immediate action has been taken
to protect the health of people supported by Global Fund grants in Cambodia, by adopting safeguards in procurement, financing and management.
The Global Fund and country stakeholders are also considering potential
changes in implementer arrangements,” communications department

head Seth Faison wrote in an email.
In an announcement printed in a
local English-language newspaper on
Wednesday, the fund’s local partner
writes that approval for the next
round of grants had been made “conditional upon the Country Coordinating Committee identifying a new
Principal Recipient for the grant”. The
grant is expected to go into effect on
April 1, 2013.

Now, a government agency – the
National Center for Parasitology, Entomology and Malaria control – is the
principal recipient, which means it has
autonomy to manage the finances
granted by the fund.
Tia Phalla, chair of the Fund’s
Country Coordinating Mechanism
and vice chair of the government’s
National AIDS Authority, confirmed
that the request was made at the

Fund’s behest but declined to speak
further on the matter.
A member of the fund’s Country
Coordinating Mechanism – which
serves as the local management body
– said the fund had grown to believe
the government’s malaria body was
incapable of handling the finances.
“Maybe there were some capacity
issues, some management issues,” said
the high-level CCM member speaking
on the condition of anonymity, because
Continues on page 2
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Global Fund to shift malaria
dollars amid investigation
Continued from page 1

committee members have
agreed not to speak to the
press. “They [the Global Fund]
requested us to change the
Principal Recipient just on
October 30.”
If a qualified institution cannot be found, the source said,
the UNDP has been tapped to
manage the large-scale grant.
In an email, the UN Resident
Co-ordinator’s Office said it
could not
confirm, as
it was unable
to comment
on “details
of operational matters” until the
investigation was released.
For more than 18 months,
the Geneva-based organisation has been running an
investigation into its Cambodia programs, headed by
its Office of the Inspector
General.
Since 2003, the Global Fund
to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis
and Malaria in Cambodia has
approved $116.8 million in
funding for malaria programs
alone, and $353.3 million in
total. But the programs – particularly the malaria one –
have been beset with allegations of corruption and
financial mismanagement.
In the last country audit,
published in October, 2010,
the inspector general detailed
financial malfeasance within
the National Malaria Center
ranging from disbursement
fraud to budget mismanagement.
Nearly $18,000 of “ineligible”
expenses were incurred in
2008, the report notes. In one
especially egregious case, the
cost of a coffee-maker was
budgeted at $1,590. In another,
$3,440 was spent on four
mobile phones “purchased for
senior management”.
The investigation also highlighted an excessive travel
schedule in which “the amount

of time spent away from core
program activities was significant and affected the effectiveness of the program, as staff
were not available to implement program activities”.
National Malaria Center
director Dr Char Meng Chuor,
deputy director Dr Kheng Sim
and chief administrative officer
Dr Muth Sinuon could not
immediately be reached for
comment yesterday, as they are
attending conferences abroad.

ommends earmarking five per
cent of the grant.
This figure is in line with one
suggested by the CCM source,
who said yesterday they anticipated providing about six per
cent in administrative fees to
whoever is chosen as the new
Principal Recipient.
Although the fund confirmed
its new safeguards, a spokesman stressed there was no
intention to halt grants, and
sought to underscore achievements made
over the years,
including an 80
per cent drop
in
malaria
deaths.
“The evidence of wrongdoing uncovered by the Global
Fund does not diminish the
striking successes and impact
that Global Fund grants have
helped achieve through
programs implemented by
health officials, civil-society
organisations and partners in
Cambodia,” Faison said.
Representatives of the
UNDP and French and Australian embassies said they
were aware of the ongoing
investigation but declined to
comment until the Global
Fund published its report.
The fund said it would be
released in the coming weeks.
“As a donor to the Global
Fund, AusAID is extremely
concerned by the allegations
and is awaiting the outcome of
the investigation before taking
any further action,” an
Australian embassy spokesman said.
Ministry of Health spokesman Ly Sovann said he was not
able to comment, as he had no
involvement with the malaria
program, and a man answering health minister Mam Bun
Heng’s phone said he was only
his driver. ADDITIONAL REPORTING BY

Maybe there were some
capacity issues, some
management issues
Emails to all three were not
responded to by the time of
going to press, and repeated
phone calls to Dr Chuor over
the past three weeks have gone
unanswered.
Although anticipated by
insiders, the management
shift is evidence of long-standing concerns by the fund.
In a “score card” of its program published earlier this
year, the fund hinted that the
days of keeping a government
body as the “principal recipient” were numbered.
“[M]ajor issues . . . remain
as management risks – including significant weaknesses in
forecasting and quantification, pending fulfilment of
contractually binding conditions and serious concerns
on financial management,”
the report notes.
“In response to the preliminary findings of the Office of
the Inspector General, the Secretariat is considering immediate risk-mitigating actions to
safeguard Global Fund investments, including stronger
fiduciary controls around
procurement and financial
transactions,” it continued.
Among the controls the fund
anticipated was “a newly proposed management model”,
which the report said might be
necessary and for which it rec-

MAY TITTHARA

www.phnompenhpost.com
check the post website
for breaking news

Alleged collusion in
Sotheby’s statue case
Rupert Winchester

A

LEGAL battle in the
US over the fate of a
10th-century Khmer
statue has heated
up, with federal prosecutors
accusing the international
auction house Sotheby’s of
lying about its provenance in
an effort to sell it for millions
of dollars.
Prosecutors in New York
say that when the statue was
being imported to the US in
2010, Sotheby’s told the owner to file an inaccurate affidavit to customs officials. They
claim that both Sotheby’s and
the statue’s owner knew the
statue had been stolen from
the Koh Ker temple complex
in the early 1970s.
The statue of the mythic
Hindu warrior, known as the
Duryodhana, is thought to be
worth at least $3 million, and
was described by prosecutors
in their April, 2012 suit filed
on behalf of the Cambodian
government as having “extraordinary value as a piece
of the cultural heritage of the
Cambodian people”.
It was due to be auctioned in
March, 2011, but the sale was
put on hold after Cambodia
objected and asked for it to be
returned. The latest US government filing says Sotheby’s
provided “inaccurate information to potential buyers, to
Cambodia and to the US”.
On Tuesday, Sotheby’s denied the new accusations, saying the US government was
attempting “to tar Sotheby’s
with a hodge-podge of other
allegations designed to create the mis-impression that
Sotheby’s acted deceptively
in selling the statue . . . that is
simply not true.”
The crux of the case concerns when precisely the statue was removed from Cambodia, and whether laws in
force at the time would have

Pedestals mark the site where a pair of 10th-century Khmer statues
were looted from the Prasat Chen temple, part of the Koh Ker complex,
about100 kilometres north of Siem Reap. photo supplied

prevented its removal. Museums and buyers will generally
not buy antiquities without a
pre-1970 provenance.
The prosecutors quote
an internal Sotheby’s email
that says the Duryodhana is
“known to have come from a
specific site in Cambodia and
for which we only have provenance from 1975”.
US government investigators say the Duryodhana was
looted from the Koh Ker temple complex, in northwestern
Cambodia, in 1972.
Bangkok-based art collector
Douglas Latchford has told the
New York Times he is the person
the US government says sold
the statue to a London dealer.
He said his name was listed on
the dealer’s original ownership
papers because, without his
knowledge, the company had
used his funds for “accounting
purposes” to buy the statue.
Tess Davis, a University of
Glasgow researcher focused
on the illicit trade in Cambodian antiquities who has been
advising the government on
the case, told the Post: “Even if
we give the auction house the
benefit of the doubt regarding
the complaint’s allegations,

This 10th-century statue of Hindu
warrior Duryodhana is estimated
to be worth at least $3 million.
photo supplied

and we should, Sotheby’s now
knows the Duryodhana was
looted during the Cambodian
civil war and the Khmer people
want it returned home.
“To me, the most important
question is not what Sotheby’s
did in the past, but why they
don’t do the right thing today.”
In September, a federal judge
expressed scepticism about
the US’s case, saying Cambodia lacked “clear ownership
established by clear and unambiguous language”.

JOB OPPORTUNITY
Counseling Coordinator
Child Helpline Cambodia (CHC) is a national,
independent, non-profit and non-political
organization officially registered with the
Ministry of Interior. CHC is a full-fledged
member of Child Helpline International which
coordinates the efforts of over 150 helplines
worldwide that answer in excess of 14 million calls per year. CHC
provides a free of charge, national, professional phone-counseling and
information service and effective referral and follow-up system with
the aim of promoting active participation by children and young
people, communities, NGOs and government departments/personnel
to protect and empower children and youth.
CHC is seeking application from highly motivated and qualified
Cambodian nationals for the position:
tFull-Time Counseling Coordinator (1 position) – based in Phnom Penh
All persons wishing to apply should first obtain a detailed Job
Description by emailing to infochc@childhelpline.org.kh
nominating the position title in the subject line. To apply, please
submit your updated curriculum vitae with a cover letter
explaining your suitability and interest in the position by
emailing to infochc@childhelpline.org.kh
CHC is an equal opportunity employer with competitive remuneration
rates and excellent employment terms and conditions. Women are
strongly encouraged to apply. All employees are required to agree to
and abide by CHC’s Child Protection Policy and Code of Conduct
requirements.
Applications must be received by 5.00pm Friday 7th December 2012.
Only short-listed applicants will be contacted.
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ASEAN rights
doc gets OK

Global Fund
probe leads
to others

Stuart White

THE endorsement of the ASEAN Human Rights
Declaration went off without a hitch yesterday,
despite frequent, sustained objections by a slew
of civil-society groups that maintained the controversial document would undermine human
rights rather than protect them.
Signed by a host of dignitaries including
Prime Minister Hun Sen and Thai Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra on the opening day
of the 21st ASEAN Summit, the document was
not made immediately available to the public
or to rights organisations. Among the criticisms
levied at the drafters during recent months has
been a lack of transparency and consultation
while the document was being prepared.
“It’s so opaque,” Yuval Ginbar, a legal adviser
and ASEAN expert with the rights organisation
Amnesty International said. “Nobody really
knows what’s happening; nobody has the text.
I’m a little baffled myself.”
According to ASEAN secretary-general Surin
Pitsuwan, the declaration included a paragraph
not seen in earlier drafts that reaffirmed ASEAN
member states’ commitment to existing declarations, which form the basis of international standards on human rights.
Ginbar, however, said the new language was
unlikely to have a real impact on the declaration,
given that three of the document’s general principles would have an extremely limiting affect on
human rights protection.
“That’s the problem of the whole declaration,
because it’s subject to these three provisos,” he said,
referring to articles that soften the declaration’s
applicability to cater to member states’ culture and
Continues on page 2

Abby Seiff and David Boyle

ately forthcoming on all the projects,
officials at the Cambodia Cement
Chakrey Ting Factory confirmed the
premiers signed off on a $67 million
Bank of China loan for the $100 million-plus joint venture.
According to Sophalleth, Wen Jiabao
said that China will review Cambodia’s
request for further aid. China has
already assented to provide approximately $52 million in grant aid to
Cambodia for the development of its

AS DETAILS continue to emerge over
how Cambodian health officials
allegedly defrauded a multibilliondollar fund principally financed by
countries such as the United States,
Japan and Australia, one of Cambodia's main providers of bed nets say
they have launched their own internal corruption investigation.
Sumitomo Chemical Singapore –
which sold the Cambodian government
millions of dollars of anti-malaria mosquito nets between 2007 and 2010 –
confirmed to the Post they had launched
an inquiry in the wake of an investigation by the Global Fund that has uncovered significant financial malfeasance.
"Immediately upon receiving an
inquiry from Global Fund, we launched
our own internal investigations of those
local employees who may have been
implicated, bringing on board thirdparty experts. We are also working fully
in cooperation with [the Global Fund]
Office of the Inspector General as it
completes its investigations," a spokesman for Sumitomo wrote in an email,
later adding that they could not say
when the results would be released.
A source with knowledge of the Global
Fund investigation, which has not yet
been made public, say the fund found
evidence that malaria centre staff allegedly insisted on kickbacks in exchange
for the procurement of mosquito nets
from Sumitomo Chemical Singapore.
According to figures from Sumitomo, the company provided an average
of 300,000 nets per year to Cambodia
between 2007 and 2010 at a cost of
$1.6 million a year.
The investigation by the Global
Fund into the programs it finances in
Cambodia has been running for 18
months and is believed to have uncovered significant evidence of corruption, kickbacks and financial mismanagement within the National Malaria
Center, sources say. While the fund has
refused to provide details before its
official report is released in the coming weeks, a spokesman admitted last
week that the audit had “uncovered
credible and substantive evidence of

Continues on page 4

Continues on page 2

Land of sand
Children make a house in the sand at Boeung Kak lake during a protest in Phnom Penh yesterday by
a group of villagers from several communities affected by land grabs. KHOUTH SOPHAK CHAKRYA

Story – page 4

New summit, new deals
Cheang Sokha

I

N A move that’s become de rigeur
for the lead-up to Cambodia’s
ASEAN summits, the chair and
China last night signed off on
hundreds of millions of dollars in
trade agreements and reiterated their
desire to boost bilateral trade to $5
billion by 2017.
Eang Sophalleth, personal spokesman for Prime Minister Hun Sen, told
reporters that the inking was done following a bilateral discussion between

Hun Sen and his Chinese counterpart,
Wen Jaibao, who arrived in Phnom
Penh yesterday evening.
He said that during the bilateral
meeting – held behind closed doors
and sealed off to the media – the premier told Wen Jibao that the development of Cambodia was tied in part to
Chinese aid and loans, and requested
further assistance.
“Prime Minister Hun Sen has proposed boosting the trade volume
between the two countries to $5 billion by 2017,” said Eang Sophalleth,

referring to a figure first advanced in
April during a meeting between Hun
Sen and Chinese President Hu Jintao
on the eve of the ASEAN summit.
The two leaders also witnessed the
signing ceremony for a number of
joint ventures, said Sophalleth. The
projects total hundreds of millions of
dollars and include a water treatment
plant in Kampong Thom, an education, training and rehabilitation center in Preah Sihanouk and a cement
factory in Kampot.
While details were not immedi-
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Obama’s Burma dilemma
Regional Insider
Roger Mitton

T

HIS morning, Barack
Obama will become
the first sitting US
president to set foot in
that magical, but catastrophically misgoverned nation
Myanmar.
Coming less than two weeks
after he won re-election, there
are many aspects to Obama’s
odyssey that have been glossed
over in the euphoria his trip has
engendered around the world.
Let us consider three of them,
two portentous and one which
is less so, but which still reveals
much about how American domestic interests are the driving
force behind this brief Southeast Asian sojourn.
Having arrived in Bangkok
yesterday, Obama is flying
from Siam to Burma today. At
least, that’s what Washington
would presumably like to say.
But it must settle for announcing that he is going from
Thailand to Burma – only half
as good, or half as daft, depending on your point of view.
The US frowns, rightly, on
military dictators arbitrarily

changing the names of countries, as, for example, Field
Marshall Plaek Pibulsongkram did in 1939 when he
dumped Siam in favour of
Thailand.
The Burmese generals did
the same in 1989 when they
nixed the British imperial
name Burma and adopted the
name of the country in its native language, Myanmar.
Time heals all wounds, however, and Thailand is now almost universally accepted,
even in the West.
Myanmar is taking more
time and while most governments and even sober organs
like the Economist and the
New York Times have switched
to the new name, Obama’s
administration has not.
Its deputy national security
advisor, Ben Rhodes, said last
week: “It is the continued US
policy that we refer to Burma.”
Well, it is the continued
policy of some troglodytic
people to use Peking, Madras,
Ceylon and Batavia. Good
luck to them.

But when you are seeking to
engage a crucial potential ally,
it is hardly smart strategy to
refer to it by a disparaged old
colonial name that embraces
only the Bamar majority and
excludes all the minorities.
Still, let’s move on and see
if Obama fares any better in
handling the plight of one of
those minorities, the Rohingya
Muslims in the country’s eastern Rakhine State, who have
been subjected to appalling
violence.
As his man Rhodes noted,
there have been “hundreds of
deaths and more than 32,000
displaced just in the most
recent episode”.
Sadly, it is no surprise, for
the fact is most of Myanmar’s
Buddhist majority dislike
their Muslim compatriots and
would be happy to get rid of
the lot of them.
Rhodes said that Obama
“will be addressing the broad
context of ethnic reconciliation” and the recognition of
the Rohingyas and the welfare
of all Buddhists, Muslims and
others in Rakhine.
Well, fine and dandy, and
let’s wish him well and not be
too cynical.
Instead, let’s consider our
third and most important
point: how is he going to get the

New probe in scandal
Continued from page 1

serious financial wrongdoing, on procurement and other issues.”
While fallout has yet to be seen – officials
at the Ministry of Interior say they are not
investigating the malaria centre and officials at the Anti-Corruption Unit have
repeatedly refused to comment on whether an investigation is pending – the fund
has already moved to shift financial management away from the government.
LastWednesday, the organisation’s local
partner announced that a planned $46.9
million grant from the fund set to launch
in April 2013 would be awarded only if the
National Malaria Center was replaced as

the principal recipient. The principle
recipient, or PR, is given autonomy to
manage and disburse money granted by
the Global Fund. As early as 2010, the
Global Fund expressed concern over the
malaria centre’s ability to administer
funds highlighting, in an audit published
that year, gross malfeasance, including
nearly $18,000 of “ineligible expenses”
incurred by the small department.
But even as details begin to emerge, precious little public information has been
made available regarding financial malfeasance that is perhaps still happening
in Cambodia. The fund has refused to
provide details on the scope of the investigation, while embassies of the aforemen-

charismatic opposition leader
Aung San Suu Kyi to support
him in this endeavour?
Given her ambivalent statements so far, it is going to be
tough.
For Suu Kyi has her eye on
the 2015 elections, and you do
not win elections in Myanmar
if you support recognition of
the Rohingyas.
In this regard, it is worth looking back at the 1990 elections,
when her National League for
Democracy won 392 out of 485
seats, but was shamefully prevented from taking office by
the military.
Perhaps you know how
many of those 392 NLD victors were Muslims? Yes, you’re
right. Zero.
The National Democratic
Party for Human Rights won
four Rakhine seats in 1990, all
Muslims, so it can be done.
Obama might point this out
to Suu Kyi and remind her
that the challenge she faces is
not winning the election, but
promoting inclusiveness and
harmony.
As the International Crisis
Group warned last week: “If the
post-2015 legislatures fail to
represent the true political and
ethnic diversity of the country,
tensions are likely to increase
and fuel instability.”

tioned countries as well as other principle
donors have remained mum – though all
have been briefed on the probe.
Asked whether they would provide
information given that the serious financial wrongdoing uncovered potentially
represented an “immediate and ongoing
threat” to patients, all parties involved
have refused to release details.
The board of Global Fund, meanwhile,
on Thursday sacked its chief auditor, John
Parsons, but has refused to say why, other than that his performance was “unsatisfactory”. The Washington Post reported
that Parsons stormed out of a contentious
board meeting on Wednesday before
being sacked the next day, when the Post’s
initial story on the investigation broke.
Meanwhile, the New York Times
reported that Global Fund executive
director Dr Michel Kazatchkine had pri-

Rights doc gets OK
Continued from page 1

history, and an oft-criticised
“public morality” clause – a
subjective phrase that opponents say could lead to abuses
of the rights of women and
the LGBT community. “I can’t
see how any additional provision would sort this out. I think
the only way to sort it out is to
remove those three principles.”
ASEAN delegates and officials, however, were quick to
laud the new agreement.
Surin said the declaration
was a “legacy for our children”,
and later seemed to imply that
the new language referencing international agreements
would address “all those complaints, or observations, or en-

vately clashed with Parsons, who had
aggressively pursued corruption as
inspector general, and that aides claimed
Parsons slipped information to media
outlets and left the impression the board
was covering up rampant theft after an
earlier investigation.
The embassies of all major donors have
either declined to comment on why Parsons was sacked or not responded.
Emails to Parsons’ Global Fund account
have bounced and calls to his mobile
have not connected.
Though Parsons as chief auditor ostensibly had oversight of the Cambodia
investigation, a Global Fund spokesman
on Friday insisted his dismissal would
not affect the forthcoming report or in
any way “invalidate or interrupt ongoing
investigations”. ADDITIONAL REPORTING BY MAY
TITTHARA

Asia insurance (Cambodia) Plc.
is seeking for the qualified persons to fill the following posts:
1 Marketing Executive 2 Underwriting Officer 3 Claim Officer
4 Survey Officer 5 Account Clerk 6 Supporting Officer 7 Driver
All Positions Required:
- Cambodian National 20 to 35 years
- Minimum 1 or 2 years experience in related field
- Bac. II Certificate to Bachelor degree in related field
- Proficiency in spoken and written English
- Proficiency in Mandarin, French, Thai is preferable
- Computer literate
- Pleasant Personality, Presentable, in Good Health, Able
to work as a team player, Willing to work hard, Self motivated
- Your own car (for position Marketing)
Attractive salary and benefits will be offered to the successful candidates.
Please send your resume or apply in person at the address below.
Asia Insurance (Cambodia) Plc. Adress No.5, Street 13, Sangkat Wat
Phnom, Khan Daun Penh, (Next to Post Office), Phnom Penh,
Cambodia.Tel : 023 427981

ASEAN Secretary General Surin Pitsuwan (right) attends the opening
day of the ASEAN and East Asia summits yesterday. heng chivoan

couragement that we should
go further”.
Indonesian Foreign Minister Marty Natalegawa called
the document “an important
benchmark for ASEAN to be
kept honest in terms of its human rights obligations”, and
warned against hasty speculation on the part of critics.
“It would be kind and wise
for all of us to read the document before we jump to certain
conclusions,” he said. “I think
if the most neutral observer, if
they were to read it . . . would
have to acknowledge this is an
important document that is
consistent with the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights,
as well as the Vienna Human
Rights Program of Action.”
Nay Vanda, deputy head of
the human rights section of Adhoc, said they, like other rights
groups, had not received a copy
of the final version, but added
that if the new clauses live up to
their billing, it would be a very
positive development. On the
other hand, he said: “If it doesn’t
comply with international
human rights instruments, it
would be very disappointing.”
Phil Robertson, deputy director of Human Rights Watch’s
Asia division, said via email that
he hadn’t seen the latest draft
either, but that the additions
were “too little, too late”.
“The brutal reality is that
some ASEAN members are
simply not prepared to accept
universal standards of human
rights, full stop,” he said.
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Border police Oz eyes on Global Fund probe
demand bribes,
travellers claim A
David Boyle and Abby Seiff

Kim Sarom

TRAVELLERS and migrant
workers accused border police
at the Poipet Cambodian-Thai
international checkpoint in
Banteay Meanchey province
yesterday of demanding
bribes of nearly $20 from firsttime border crossers and $3
bribes from those who regularly make the crossing in
exchange for permission to
enter Thailand.
Sao Mony, 19 – a resident of
Chey Krohim village in Prey
Veng province’s Pearaeng district – said that he, along with
six others in his group, was
asked to pay 600 baht (about
$19.50) by border police in
order to cross at the Poipet
checkpoint. He added that
repeat travellers told him that
they were asked to pay 100
baht.
“It is not proper procedure,
because the border police still
ask us to pay money regardless
of the legal passports we are
holding,” he said.
Rin Bona, 25, was one of a
group of 10 workers with permission to work in Thailand’s
Sakeo province who said that
he was asked to pay 400 baht
despite being a frequent
crosser.
According to clothing vendor
Khiev Borei, bribery is rife at the

crossing. Bribes are paid in
stages, he added, with 100 to
600 baht going towards an
unofficial fee for a passport
stamp, and another 30,000 riel
($7.50) being paid to Cambodian border police upon delivery of a seven-day validation
document issued by the Thais.
Sam Chankea, a provincial
co-ordinator for the rights
group Adhoc, said that such
bribes were not uncommon,
but rather “the culture” at the
Poipet crossing.
“The striking point is whether the officials of the AntiCorruption Unit are aware of
it or not, because it has a critical impact on social order
and the reputation of the
country,” he said.
The border checkpoint’s
director could not be reached
for comment yesterday, but
provincial police chief Kheng
Sum said that he had ordered
border police not to charge
visitors at all.
“The case of travellers paying the border police at the
border checkpoint in exchange
for getting faster service and
avoiding being in the queue
does not exist anymore now,”
he said.
www.phnompenhpost.com
check the post website
for breaking news

USTRALIAN Prime
Minister Julia Gillard said yesterday
that her government
had its eye on a Global Fund
corruption investigation into
Cambodia’s malaria program
as it emerged that AusAid, a
major donor to the fund, had
sought answers about the
probe after finding out about
it more than five months ago.
Gillard, speaking at a press
conference on the sidelines
of the ASEAN Summit, was
asked why Australia had not
pushed harder to tackle the
long-known allegations given
the potential threat posed to
people’s lives.
“Well, I believe we can be
very proud of the work of AusAid and very proud of the
diligence that they show in
distributing Australian aid
dollars. I am aware of the allegation that you refer to
and they are being worked
through,” she said.
Australia took a “very rigorous approach to the expenditure of Australian dollars” and
had systems in place to monitor aid money, Gillard said.
Two Fairfax newspapers, The
Age and The Sydney Morning
Herald, will reveal today that
AusAid, which has confirmed it
was aware of the investigation
and took the allegations seriously – though has remained
mum on the details – first
found out about the investigation in May.
The newspapers will report
that AusAid had since sought

Australia’s Prime Minister Julia Gillard attends the East Asia Summit plenary session in Phnom Penh
yesterday. sreng meng srun

updates regarding the status
of the investigation.
Officials at the multibillion dollar Global Fund
have also been tight-lipped
about their investigation, but
have revealed in a statement
that they had uncovered
“serious financial wrongdoing” committed by Cambodian health service providers
they donate to as well.
Though donors, aid agencies and the Ministry of Health
have remained tight-lipped
about the scope of the investigation, gradually details have
emerged of how Cambodian
officials allegedly wrought
money out of procurement
dollars approved by the fund.
On Monday, the Post re-

vealed that Sumitomo Chemical Singapore, which supplied
bed nets to the Cambodian
government, had launched
its own internal corruption
investigation
immediately
after learning of the Global
Fund probe.
News agency AFP later put
the money embezzled out of
the malaria program at under
$1 million, citing an anonymous source.
Sources in the Phnom Penh
diplomatic and healthcare
community had also told
AFP that the Global Fund
had launched a second probe
into the possible use of counterfeit drugs in programs it
sponsored, while Minister of
Health Mam Bun Heng told

Violence tops kids’ survey of fears
Justine Drennan

“I AM AFRAID of thieves, child
rape and drug users,” said
12-year-old Panchma, a Cambodian girl in a survey of more
than 6,000 children in 47 countries conducted by international child development coalition ChildFund Alliance.
The survey of the hopes and
fears of children aged 10 through
to 12 shows that Cambodian
children are significantly more
concerned by violent crime

veyed named violence and
crime as their top fears, with
most children responding their
top dreads were scary animals
and insects.
The next most common fear
among Cambodian children,
identified by 22 per cent of
respondents, was “unfulﬁlled
aspirations, such as not being
able to complete school or ﬁnd
employment”.
The importance that Cambodian children in the survey
attached to education was ech-

oed in their responses about
hopes and aspirations.
Nearly three-quarters of kids
said that if they were the leader
of Cambodia, their main way to
better children’s lives would be
to “improve education/provide
enrichment opportunities” – a
response given by only 39 per
cent of children surveyed overall and 52 per cent of children in
developing Asian nations.
Education also inspired a particularly large response among
Cambodian children to the
question: “If you could grow up
to be anything you wanted,
what would you be?”
Thirty-seven per cent of Cambodian children said they would

Capital horror

Man falls
to death at
Sorya mall

O

Children’s fears will often
reflect their personal
experience
than most of their peers around
the world, but have particularly
high aspirations for education
in their country.
The study’s findings place
Cambodia alongside Liberia
and Afghanistan as the countries where the highest proportion of children emphasised
fear of violence and crime.
In response to the question,
“What are you most afraid of?”
just under one third of Cambodian children surveyed answered
violence and crime – more than
any other named fear.
This was a significantly high
percentage compared to other
countries where an average of
only 10 per cent of children sur-

AFP that he had received no
information about the corruption claims.
Gillard said yesterday that
she was proud of the work AusAid had done combating diseases such as malaria, pointing to immunisation programs
and a malaria conference that
Australia hosted earlier this
month – which officials from
Cambodia’s National Malaria
Centre attended.
Gillard also announced Australia had committed $100
million more to fight malaria
in the Asia-Pacific region.
“This is going to build on the
kind of experiences we have
already had fighting disease
in our region and around the
world,” Gillard said.

Children attend a class in Phnom Penh’s Meanchey district. A survey has found that Cambodian children aged
10 to 12 are concerned most about violent crime but have high aspirations for education. will baxter

be a “teacher/academic”. “With
a large number of young people
entering the work force in Cambodia each year, it is important
that our consultations involve
children and youth with
communities and the Royal
Government of Cambodia,” said
Carol Mortensen, country direc-

tor for ChildFund Cambodia.
“Children’s fears will often
reflect their personal experiences. It is a concern that so
many children in Cambodia
named violence and crime,”
she added.
Denise Shepherd-Johnson,
chief of communications for the

United Nations Children’s Fund,
said via email that the responses from the survey could help
inform UNICEF’s work.
“The fact that this report says
Cambodian children worry
most about violence and crime
is especially noteworthy,” Shepherd-Johnson said.

nlookers were shocked
yesterday evening when
a 57-year-old Israeli
national fell to his death from an
upper-level landing inside the
Sorya Shopping Center, landing on the ground level of the
popular Phnom Penh shopping
centre amid horrified onlookers,
according to Psar Thmey I commune chief Sin Ton.
Commune police chief Seng
Vutha said police had been able
to identify the man from a copy
of his passport found in his
pocket, and that the man’s body
had subsequently been sent to
the Stung Meanchey pagoda.
“According to the witness, first
they heard the sound of glass
breaking, and then they saw the
man fall down to the ground
floor inside the mall,” he said.
Officers examined each floor
of the mall, but found no broken glass.
Police are investigating to
determine whether the victim’s
fall was an accident or a suicide, though currently the signs
point to suicide, Vutha added.
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